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Sikh exposes culture to students
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Last Monday, the United Sikh
Association spread cultural awareness to the Baruch community with
its first college-wide Langar event.
The event attracted a diverse
crowd, both Sikh and non-Sikh
students alike, to the Multipurpose
Room. Students indulged in a free
meal while exposing themselves to
the customary ways of Sikhism.
Langar refers to the traditional
Sikh practice of communal eating,
where free meals are served regardless of identity in a Gurdwara,
a designated place of worship for
Sikh followers. Attendants left their
shoes at the door and were asked to
sit cross-legged on strips of white
cloth lined across the bare floors.
According to Ramneet Sachdev,
the secretary of the association, the
Langar is designed to uphold the
core principles expounded by the
Sikh religion.
“Even if Barack Obama walked
in the door we would still tell him to
sit on the floor,” said Sachdev. “It’s
supposed to show brotherhood
and equality among everyone regardless of race, caste or religion.”
Ramneet thought that the event
would be less attractive among
business students than for students
from liberal arts-oriented colleges,
such as New York University, who
host a Langar event each semester.
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The United Sikh Association presents the Langar event which displays cultural diversity at Baruch.
“I think that Baruch students
will like the free food but they will
probably ask fewer questions about
the religion than NYU students,”
she said.
During the event, students
settled in and relaxed with friends
while feasting on Sikh delicacies. Members circled the room of
guests, serving and refilling plates
with food, and talked with students
on the tenents of Sikhism. The food
servings were strictly vegetarian —
as a means of appeasing guests of
all dietary constraints — consisting of naan, kidney beans, farmer’s

BUSINESS

cheese mixed with peas and rice
with yogurt.
To Sikh students, the event’s atmosphere was similar to that of a
real Langar.
“It’s less traditional and not as
old fashioned, but it’s not much
different,” said freshman Jashanjit
Deol. “You still get the same message of promoting equality.”
Arkadiy Stepanchuk, a Jewish
student who obtained his first exposure to the religion after visiting
a Sikh temple in Israel, explained
the way that Baruch students intertwine global awareness and busi-
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ness expertise.
“Even if you want to find out
about another culture in order to
form a business partnership you
are still getting to the essence of it
by just experiencing it and being
open-minded,” said Stepanchuk.
Other students, like Parth Amin,
discussed the practical reasons for
holding the cultural event.
“It gets you out of the stress and
conflict of the business world,” said
Amin. “We are networking right
now, and essentially we are meeting new people and getting to know
what they are doing.”

Colleges and universities statewide are facing pressure from Attorney General Andrew Cuomo for
school-sponsored health insurance
plans.
According to a report from the
Office of the Attorney General,
Cuomo found “troubling practices”
during his investigation of the student insurance industry.
After he subpoenaed 10 of the
largest insurance companies for
student coverage services, Cuomo
reported that insurers had been
generating large profits from students by implementing premiums
without benefits to match the high
costs of health coverage.
Among the findings mentioned
in the report, Cuomo also stated
that school-endorsed plans have
“extremely low coverage limits, excessive costs for the coverage provided, and inconsistencies with
federal protections recently signed
into law.”
While insurance companies
make an annual $1 billion in revenue from college-sponsored plans,
students are increasingly left out
of this profit equation with annual
premiums reaching over $2,500
and some coverage “caps” are
limited to only $700. Additionally,
many student health plans carry a
number of exclusions for medical
situations, such as patients with
pre-existing conditions and injuries related to suicide attempts and
alcohol-related incidents.
According to Cuomo, the investigation should assist efforts in providing fairer practices when delivering student health care services
to students.
“It is important for students to
have adequate health care coverage to protect themselves during
times of illness or injury, but a bad
health insurance plan can have catastrophic and long-lasting effects
on a young person’s life,” he said in
the report.
Dean Ronald Aaron, a professor who works within the Office
of Student Affairs, commented on
the matter with his discussion of
how lack of information on health
care may lead many students to cut
themselves short of proper coverage.
“Students are totally unaware of
what health insurance is,” said Aaron. “They look at one health plan
that charges $200 in premiums
and another that charges $400 and
choose the cheaper coverage without realizing that they are receiving
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Baruch gets a new Fix for USG

COMPILED BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

MONDAY 4/19
Workmen’s Circle, Arbeter Ring and
Hillel at Baruch will present Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Commemoration and Memorial to the Holocaust
at 6:30 p.m. at the Baruch College
Performing Arts Center.

TUESDAY 4/20
Performances of The Elephant Man
by Bernard Pomerance, presented
by Fine and Performing Arts will
begin today at the Bernie West Theater at 23rd Street Building. The
show will go on every night until
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$10 and available at the box office
or by calling 646-312-5073.
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

THURSDAY 4/22
The Newman Real Estate Institute
will present Jonathan Rose, president of Jonathan Rose Companies,
LLC, in Room 203 of the East 22nd
Street Building from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
The Robert Zicklin Center for Corporate Integrity will host author
John Gillespie, from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Room 750 of the East 25th Street
Building. To register e-mail matthew.lepere@baruch.cuny.edu.

FRIDAY 4/23
The 6th Annual Relay for Life will be
held in the Athletic and Recreation
Center and the Auxiliary Gym at 5
p.m. The opening ceremony will be
held at 6 p.m. and the Luminaria
ceremony will begin at 10 p.m.

USG Briefs
COMPILED BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT

Representatives from the Middle
States Commission of Higher Education came to Baruch last week to
obtain a final assessment of Baruch
and engaged with various members
of the Undergraduate Student Government, who provided their personal insight on the academic and
social atmosphere of the college.
USG is organizing a co-sponsorship
event this semester with Aissata
Mounir, president of the Vagina
Warriors, to host the President of
Guinea at Baruch to give a speech
to the college community.
USG approved allocation of $150 in
co-sponsorship from its events line
to Hillel for its Social Action Sunday event, a cross-borough volunteering initiative involving college
students from across the New York
City area.
USG allocated $600 to the Bangladesh Student Association to host
its intercollegiate Bengali New Year
dinner, a cultural awareness event.
USG filled a vacancy spot in its
Senate board, electing senior Jane
Cen.

Fix Baruch members celebrate on Thursday night after winning nearly all of the seats in next year’s Undergraduate Student Government.
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

Thursday night marked the end
of the campaigning efforts of Fix
Baruch and New Baruch Alliance
and the conclusion of the Undergraduate Student Government
elections.
Members of both parties waited
anxiously, counting the minutes
until the voting booths would close
for the final time.
“Whenever you are going to
have winners and losers, which is
inevitable in an action, it gets intense,” said Carl Aylman, director
of Student Life.
At 8 p.m. party members circled
around the voter machines as Ayl-

man read the number of ballots
for all three student presidential
groups.
When the count for all three
machines were taken, candidates
counted the total votes to find out
that Fix Baruch had won all but four
seats, which went to NBA members
“This was the highest turnout for
a machine election in my history at
Baruch,” said Carl Aylman, director
of Student Life.
This year’s result of 2,282 student voters represented 18 percent
of the eligible undergraduate class,
while last spring’s online election
counted 2552 voters which represented 20.5 percent of the undergraduates.

“I was ecstatic,” said President
-elect Ben Guttmann. “Everybody
worked really hard and we deserved it.”
According to Aylman, the new
undergraduate student government will “take over the reigns” following commencement, which is
scheduled for June 1.
“We are going to work with the
current student government to ensure that there is a quick and easy
transition,” said Guttmann.
Despite NBA’s loss, presidential
candidate Garam Choe wished the
best for the upcoming student government.
“NBA wants to see the school
grow, and we hope to see that they
can add on to the counter commut-

er culture we set to accomplish,”
said Choe.
Independet candidate Zain
Abbas, who was not present during the voter count, was optimistic
about the turnout and plans to run
again for next year’s elections.
“I am going to be very prepared,” said Abbas. “I know that Fix
Baruch will be a terrible USG, and
I won’t be surprised if they implement some of the things I had on
my agenda.
According to Aylman, the Student Election Review Committee
will review the results and consider
any challenges that may be filed on
Monday afternoon.

Baruch debates on health care system
BY NIA BROWN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With President Barack Obama’s
recent submission of a new health
care bill, the question to be considered is whether or not the United
States should have a universal
health care system.
On Tuesday, April 13, the Baruch Speech and Debate Society
presented a union debate on the
topic, welcoming the Baruch public to an informative discussion.
According to the club’s vice
president, Sweetie Shelly, the debate society sets out to develop
speaking and critical thinking skills
while gaining in-depth knowledge
of various issues and topics, ranging from philosophical and political to economic.
“As a team, we compete in regional tournaments against other
colleges in policy- and world-style
debates,” said Shelly.
The team debated against members from John Jay and the debaters were divided into teams that
integrated both groups. One group
featured the club’s president Olga
Rzhannikova, Carl Godlewski of
Baruch, and John Clake from the
opposing college who represented
the positive end of the health care
system.
Group two featured John Jay’s
debate team president Chad Infante, as well as Baruch members
Jason Tong and Robin Bergman, all
of whom represented the opposition to the system.
Professor Nicole Eitmann, of
the political science department,
opened the debate with a history
of health care, which was followed
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Professor Nicole Eitmann introduces the debate on universal health care system.
by an opening statement from
Godlewski.
“The universal health care system would make sure that health
care would not just be a luxury for
the rich, and would also cause the
life expectancy rates to increase.”
Rzhannikova expanded on the
idea that with the adoption of the
system, people will continue to live
longer and healthier lives.
Tong stated in his argument
that the country is already in a $1.8
trillion deficit, and the universal
health care system would only put
the United States in a deeper ditch,
due to the number of expensive
medical procedures increasing in
costs. Tong also argued that if an

expensive procedure like getting an
MRI becomes accessible to everyone then the incentive for people to
not get them done would be unrealistic.
“As Americans, we should be
responsible for our own health, not
the government,” said Tong.
In contrast to his argument,
the opposing team debated that
the reason for poor health resides
in the idea that individuals do not
have proper health insurance.
“People do not go for preventive
health care because they cannot afford it,” said Rzhannikova.
However, Infante believed that
a new universal health care system
is “too costly of a measure” for the

government to produce.
“The health care bill would not
change people to become more
health conscious,” said Infante.
Rzhannikova and her team
looked beyond the increase in taxes
as an effect of this new health care
system, and Clarke argued that it
would promote and encourage individuals to become doctors as a
profession.
“This is also an opportunity
for everyone to be insured,” said
Clarke.
Professor Arthur Lewin of the
Black and Hispanic studies department concluded the debate with
ending remarks and his opinion on
the topic.
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SUNY agrees to set tuition No tax for soda
 Students voice
opinions on the
college system’s
tuition control
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

SUNY students have considered
the possibility of allowing their institutions controlling the amount of
money paid to attend college.
This past January, Governor David Paterson proposed the Public
Higher Education Empowerment
and Innovation Act, which would
permit college administration to
control the charge for tuition.
According to the Legislative Gazette, members of the SUNY Student
Assembly announced last month
that they had adopted a resolution
in support of the act.
“The SUNY Student Assembly
endorsed the act and cleared up
any details that were unclear,” said
Juliette Price, director of communications on the assembly.
According to Price, differential tuition policies would be set

into place and sent to the Board of
Trustees for approval if it does.
The proposed legislation limit
for the tuition policy includes two
specific provisions for how much
the legislation can make the tuition.
According to a press release
from the assembly, the conditions
of agreement made by the legislation and SUNY includes a cap of
tuition increase at 1.5 times the five
year average of the Higher Education Price Index, or a 6 percent
increase of the current tuition. Another cap on the amount that the
SUNY Board of Trustees can charge
for differential tuition is also included.
“We feel that it is only fair to
charge a differential tuition,” said
Price. “We made sure that students
were involved in every level, and
[SUNY] campuses had to make sure
that the students were involved as
well.”
Price stated that the limit which
ensures less pay for students will be
approved.
“We really have our hands down
and we cannot do anything until it
is passed,” said Price.
“Even if it is passed, it is still go-

ing to take some time before changes can be made.”

ILLUSTRATION BY MICHELLE CRUZ I THE TICKER

Cuomo investigates for student health
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

fewer benefits.”
During his investigation, Cuomo
assessed college-sponsored plans
according to their loss ratio, which
is a measurement of what insurers pay in benefits as a percentage
of what students pay in premiums.
He reported on the failure of many
colleges and universities in meeting the target ratio of at least 85
percent.
Aaron stated that the low ratios might be partially attributed

to the voluntary coverage system
sustained at many institutions,
in exchange for implementing a
mandate requiring matriculated
students to pay for basics health
services.
According to Aaron, a voluntary system is often adapted to in
order to deal with populations that
do not have discretionary financial
resources, and this payment structure creates unforeseen costs.
“The problem of voluntary plans

BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

is that it creates adverse selection
where the students who purchase
health care plans are high users
and will exceed premiums forcing
the rates to keep increasing,” said
Aaron.
“But in a mandatory system
there is a larger pool where all the
students pay but few use the health
care, resulting in higher profits for
insurance companies providing
them with the incentive to lower
premium rates.”

Recently, the New York State
Senate and Assembly rejected a
proposed tax on sugar-sweetened
beverages from their budget resolutions.
The Legislative Gazette reported that the penny-per-ounce tax
would apply to drinks with more
than 10 calories from every eight
ounces, drinks containing less than
70 percent fruit juice, and powdered drink mixes.
Reuters reported that Governor
David Paterson continues to support the tax and he believes that the
measure will help to address the
growing obesity issue.
Paterson also thinks that the
tax will allow for the partial recovery of billions of dollars spent on
health care for diabetes and other
diseases.
“I only drink diet soda, so the
soda tax wouldn’t affect me,” said
junior David Small. “However, I
think it’s a scary tax in that it opens
the door for a lot more controversial things.”
The American Beverage Association, the beverage company that
also represents Coca-Cola, in conjunction with PepsiCo Inc and Dr.
Pepper Snapple Group all oppose
the idea of the soda tax implementation.
According to Reuters, Chris
Grindlesperger, spokesman for
ABA, said, “Taxes don’t work for
making people healthier; It puts
good New York beverage industry
jobs at risk.”
“The tax proposed by Gov. David
Paterson is the wrong fix, said president James P. Hoffa of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters.”
Additionally, the tax would also
pose a negative effect on families
and individuals with a tight budget

because it would raise the price of
soda and other sugary drinks.
According to Sue Irukulla, resident director of AVI Foodsystems,
students are charged the appropriate tax where New York laws apply,
with the tax will only relating to individual preferences.
Small also added that that tax
would greatly affect Baruch students.
Sophomore Jeanette Bocklage
thinks that the soda tax would be
“a definite step in the right direction” and would cause people to
reconsider their food and beverage
choices.
“I think it will cause a decrease
in consumption, but it seems that
we would have to wait and see to
what degree,” said Bocklage.
Bocklage also mentioned the
point that soda is not the sole contributor to the obesity epidemic,
and the tax would unfairly target
the soda industry.
“It could of just as easily been the
ice cream or candy industry,” she
said.
Junior Teddy Shin summarized
the views of supporters and opponents of the soda tax.
“I think it’s a good idea because
the government is taking a negative and turning it into a positive,”
said Shin. “Soda makes people unhealthy, but this legislation would
be using the proceeds to help
them.”
Although the taxation would
curb the intake of unhealthy calories, Shi also stated that initiative us
being executed in the wrong way.
“I think they’re going about it
the wrong way because the people
who are most likely to buy soda
are low-income and to tax them is
counter-intuitive. If anything, they
should be taxing the company that
manufacturers the product,” added
Shin.
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Congratulations,
USG election winners
The Ticker congratulates USG President-elect Benjamin
Guttmann and all the other members of Fix Baruch and New
Baruch Alliance who were elected into next year’s Undergraduate Student Government on Thursday.
Fix Baruch candidates took the majority of the seats, with
only four of the positions going to NBA members. However,
both parties put a great deal of thought, effort, and time into
their campaigns, as was reflected in the relatively close election
results. Every Baruch student and faculty member has likely
encountered a vociferous Fix Baruch or NBA campaigner, or
seen their large painted signs on the campus. Some might even
be relieved that the clamour is gone.
The two rival parties’ conflicts even spilled over onto the
Internet. Facebook and Twitter users affiliated with the parties saw a barrage of videos and updates all urging them to
vote for each party and promising to solve many of Baruch’s
problems.
Although this number has not yet been verified by the Student Election Review Committee, around 2282 Baruch students
turned out to cast their votes and make their voices heard. The
Ticker would like to thank all of the students who showed up at
the voting booths last week, and urges everyone who did not
take advantage of their right to vote to do so next time.
The Ticker has always taken the stance that Baruch students
need to become more involved in their student government
and the affairs of our school. A student body engaged with their
student government’s leaders will result in a young generation
more involved in holding their political leaders accountable
for their actions.
All that remains to be seen is whether or not the new majority-Fix Baruch USG can live up to the promises it made in its
campaign platform. We can only hope that Baruch’s students
have chosen the most capable student politicians of our student
body. Judging by their extensive platform, the students in USG
have a lot of work ahead of them.

Conditions necessary
with CUNY tuition control
In January, Governor David Paterson proposed that the
state allow CUNY and SUNY to take control of their own tuition rates.
“We must provide our institutions of public higher education
with the freedom and flexibility they need to drive development both on campus and off, preparing our students for the
New Economy jobs that will propel New York forward,” said
Paterson in a press release.
Currently, the universities’ tuition is decided by the state
legislature, which typically only increases tuition in tough
financial times, according to The Gotham Gazette. But the
governor’s plan would allow both institutions to set their own
rate and to raise the cost incrementally.
CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein expressed support
for the proposal.
“The act would also allow for greater flexibility in procurement procedures, and we fully support this effort to improve
the efficiency of our purchasing,” he stated.
Having control over how it spends its revenue would better allow CUNY to develop its programs and provide more
resources for its students. The current process for getting anything done seems to be filled with red tape, as the government
micromanages the budget and the individual colleges have too
little freedom to make necessary investments.
However, CUNY is a public university praised for providing
quality education at a low cost for students who might otherwise
not be able to afford it. Granting the school autonomy could be
the first step toward privatization, alienating the people who
rely on its services the most.
What will stop the University administration from hiking
tuitions by the thousands in a few years? Who will be their
watchdogs?
The student assembly at SUNY recently took steps toward
preventing the situation from getting out of control if Paterson’s
proposal were to be passed. Setting a series of conditions,
including a cap on how much the administration would be
allowed to raise the tuition, they demanded that students be
as involved in the process as possible.
If a similar proposal was adopted at CUNY, students may
be able to reap the benfits that come from a loosening of the
pockets that provide our funding. CUNY students must take a
stand and demand transparency and the ability to be involved
in the process.
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YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS
Letter Policy
The Ticker welcomes correspondence from all readers. When a submission is made, please include your
name, graduation year, major and organization title, if applicable. Letter submissions should not exceed
250 words. The Ticker reserves the right to edit submissions for clarity and length. Submissions should
be sent each Wednesday by 5 p.m. Submissions should be sent to opinions@theticker.org.
Major Issue

Representing Evening Students

I am a former student of Baruch College. I graduated in Dec. 2009. As a student of Baruch, I take a lot of pride in
the choices I’ve made.
However, on April 14, a dim shade of
light was cast over me. I was anticipating “Joseph R. Bibi, major [in] corporate communications” as I opened the
blue folder containing my diploma. To
my surprise, and it’s safe to say shock,
something was missing. I saw “Joseph
R. Bibi, Bachelor of Arts,” but my major,
which took me plenty of time to decide
upon, wasn’t there. The main part of the
whole diploma was not there.
I thought this had to be some kind of
mistake, since all my friends from other
colleges have their majors, and some
even their minors, on their degrees.
In response to my predicament, a
member of the Registrar’s Office simply
said, “You students have to fight for it,
they won’t listen to us.”
I don’t understand why we have
to fight for something that we weren’t
even aware we had to fight for. Most
graduating students are not aware of
these kinds of issues until they graduate, when it’s too late.
Now that you know before you
graduate, you have the time to fight it.
They won’t give us what we’ve worked
hard and paid for. They want us to fight
for the two cents it might possibly cost
them.
-Joseph R. Bibi
Baruch Alumnus ‘09
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So much for equitable representation and transparency! We first heard
about the proposed referendum to the
Undergraduate Student Government
Constitution four days before the USG
elections.
The proposal replaced the current
representative structure from 12 day
senators and four evening senators
(based on a ratio of one senator for every 1,000 students from each distinction) to 16 senators without any enrollment distinctions.
Evening students often face unique
constraints and situations demanding
that they attend night or weekend classes. They pay their full student activity
fee and have little or no opportunity to
engage in the activities those fees pay
for. Even when events and services are
held during the evening hours while
students are on campus, they are usually unable to attend because they’re in
class.
All the same, their voice needs to be
equally represented in USG. With only
four days to the election, including Saturday and Sunday when the campus is
generally empty, there was little opportunity to mount a respectable counter
campaign.
As evening students and USG senators newly elected to fill vacant seats,
you can imagine the alarm this drastic
change raised. We’ve heard a lot about
the other proposed referendum, the
increase in the student activity fee, and
were fully prepared to take a supportive
position; but we were completely unfa-
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miliar with the constitutional amendments.
We are incredibly proud to be serving with such a dedicated group of
student-centered advocates for the rest
of the term, but in this instance, we believe USG has let down the over 3,000
evening students of Baruch. This is a
shameful attempt to hinder the inclusion of a significant portion of the Baruch community.
Where was the public debate on
the measure? Springing up measures
like this suggests a deliberate attempt
to confound voters. It seems very undemocratic.
While the proposed configuration
will technically allow any student, day
or evening, to run for USG, it is most
likely that day students will dominate
for years to come. Day students are
more likely to have the time to foster the
relationships necessary to align themselves with political parties and run for
election.
We understand that evening students have certain responsibilities and
constraints that typically make them
less likely to offer the commitment USG
requires. USG probably suggested these
changes after experiencing a lengthy
search to fill vacant evening seats.
Still, the inclusion of evening senators forces USG to consider evening
students in all of their deliberations,
no matter the outcome of the electoral
process.
-Colin Rosenbaum and Jorge Ruiz
USG Lower Evening Senators
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Geriatrics won’t let go of their jobs Exploitative internships
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The recent economic downturn
has brought many interesting problems along with it.
One problem that has been highlighted in recent years is the decrease
in people exiting the labor force due
to retirement. More people that
qualify for retirement are choosing
to continue working, citing that the
recession has decreased the value of
saving and investment.
Stories of people being unable to
sell their homes due to the housing
bubble burst and the downturn in
401k plans as the stock market takes
a beating are not uncommon.
While the recession is a partial
cause for this problem, it is not the
only one. Statistics show that there
has been a steady increase in the labor force for people of 55 years and
older for more than a decade now.
While that demographic is blaming
the recession for their current situ-

ation, the core of the problem lies
in several other factors. Maybe they
have even been contributing to and
prolonging the recession with their
unwillingness to retire.
The recession is not a direct cause
of the reluctance to retire for people
55 years and older. According to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, it is apparent that the amount of people in
that demographic have chosen to remain in the labor force even though
they might qualify for retirement for
years prior to the recession. Between
1997 and 2007, there had been an 8.7
percent increase in the labor force
participation rate and a minimum
of a 3.1 percent growth rate in the
number of people in the labor force
every year. Some years grew as much
as 6.6 percent. It is important to see
that there are other factors that are
influencing the decisions of this age
group.

What incentives are causing them
to forego retirement?
As they get older, it is not uncommon for their health care costs to
rise, making it more expensive for
people to retire. Staying in the labor
force, they get to take advantage of
employer-provided coverage, allowing them to cut the lifetime medical
costs of their retirement.
Another reason they might have
for postponing retirement is the
desire to save money to adjust for
changes in living style and price increases. They are able to invest not
only the money saved on medical
costs, but their salaries or wages as
well, into employer-sponsored 401ks.
In some cases, employers even give
a matching contribution, which is
essentially giving away money to the
employees. This gives them all the
more reason to continue working.
Those delaying retirement are
contributing to their own bleak
economic outlooks. The start of the
problem is that people over 55 years
of age are inadvertently decreasing
the demand for labor by choosing
to remain at work. Their positions at
companies are not becoming available to the next generation looking
to be promoted or find work.
This leads to an increase in the already high national unemployment
rates, a decrease in consumption and
the slower economy that we are experiencing right now. Although the
rough economic times might have
persuaded some to postpone their
retirement plans, the percentage of
people over 55 years and older staying in the labor force has decreased
from 5 percent to 4.3 percent since
2006. Meaning that, even with the
recession, less people are choosing
to stay in the workforce.
-Michael Zaytsev ‘10
Economics

THE ETHICAL TIGHTROPE
More needs to be done to prevent and punish plagiarism at universities.

TIMOTHY CARUSO
A great deal of emphasis is
placed on the act of plagiarism
at Baruch. Many students even
question the actual damage this
act could cause.
I decided to interview Professor
Susan Chambré of Baruch’s
sociology department to see this
“epidemic” through the eyes of a
social scientist and truly understand
why students give in to this dark and
devious temptation.
Chambré said, “I believe
plagiarism is a growing problem
that is facilitated by the Internet.
Many students don’t have a clear
understanding of it and what
constitutes plagiarism. I believe
the policies set forth by Baruch
College are sound, but based on
my own experience, not adequately
enforced, because faculty don’t want
to confront students and might not
recognize that allowing plagiarism
deprives students of the opportunity
to develop important academic and
work-related skills.”
I agree with Chambré’s comment
on the rules and regulations set forth
by Baruch, because these match the
standards for many schools and
organizations.
You rarely hear of students
getting nabbed for plagiarism.
There will always be that handful of

students who copy and paste from
Google, but they have it coming.
That must mean that the students
either intimidate professors out of
busting them, or that the professors
don’t have the time or energy to
confront their students about it.
And then, if one student gets away
with it, others may follow.
Chambré said that some factors
contributing to plagiarism may
include the pressure to raise their
grades, stress, lax institutional
plagiarism policies, and poor work
ethic.
Chambré brought up an
interesting point about the increase
of plagiarism. “Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, [the political scientist],
developed a theory called ‘Defining
Deviancy Down.’ This states that
behavior once viewed as deviant
has become more tolerated, more
accepted, and so has plagiarism.” I
agree completely with Moynihan’s
theory because, even in a pure
psychological aspect, our society
is degrading itself with more
perverse forms of entertainment
and more lax morals, which
grow progressively worse over
consecutive generations.
Many students justify cheating
or plagiarism because they can’t
handle the workload.
Students should get real. Only
college will give you such tame
consequences for your actions. If
you were to pull that in the corporate
world, you could get get fired, and
there could be legal implications
as well.
One program often used to catch
plagiarizers is called Turnitin. Every
paper you submit electronically gets
screened by this website and key
terms, whole sentences, and quotes

are highlighted and automatically
linked with the site or other source
that it originated from. All in all,
you’re sunk if you think you can get
away with plagiarism with teachers
who are using this program. It’s only
a matter of time.
Teachers are not out for their
students’ blood. Chambré even
said, “I used to come down very
hard on those who plagiarized, but
I’ve become much more tolerant
and let the student revise their
work if I see that it is a student who
recognized that they just made
a mistake. However, if students
plagiarize, I generally report them
to the Dean of Students, which I am
obligated to do.”
You might say this teacher is still
horrible for reporting the student to
the dean, but why is it surprising that
a college such as this one is strict on
its honesty policies? If you have a
problem with getting reported for
breaking the rules and being caught,
that’s your problem.
Some
students
have
misconceptions about the policies
on “whistle-blowing” or “ratting” on
another student. There is no policy
that demands students inform their
professors if they witness an act of
cheating or plagiarism. Baruch,
along with many other schools,
does have an “honor code” that
encourages a student to report this
information. However, if a student
chooses not to, there will be no
repercussions.
I hope this information
encourages you to think differently
about cheating — not only for your
own conscience, but also for the
academic record associated with
your name.

With the exception of our editorials, the opinions expressed in these pages are those of their respective
writers and do not respresent those of The Ticker.

In an economic environment
where jobs are scarce, unpaid
internships have mushroomed.
Students looking to fortify their
resumes have no say in the matter, so
they take up these unpaid internships
in order to gain experience.
However, many employers are
beginning to use these internships
for free labor.
If an intern doesn’t receive
training and ends up displacing
an employee of that company, that
internship is considered illegal.
Many unpaid interns are wrongly
treated and are made to perform
menial tasks.
Employers need to know that
students are not domestic servants.
If you log onto Starr Search
on Baruch’s website, you will see
that many of the internships are
unpaid.
When you check the requirements
and qualifications needed from
candidates, they are similar to those
of an entry-level professional.
Dictionary.com defines an
internship as: “any official or
formal program to provide practical
experience for beginners in an
occupation or profession.”
I would like to emphasize
the word “beginner.” A beginner
is someone who has little or no
knowledge of the field.
I do not understand what kind
of qualifications companies are
looking for when they are not
willing to pay, yet call the position
an “internship.”
Internships are meant for students
to learn. There is a huge difference
between an “internship” and an
entry-level position. It should not
be called an “internship” if people
are expected to have experience in
the field.
It is time to change things.

Employers need to stop exploiting
students like this.
When employers post jobs on
Starr Search, they should clearly
state whether they want previous
experience or not.
They also need to change their
hiring strategy. If employers know we
are students, then it is obvious that
when students apply for internships,
they want to gain experience they
do not have.
Interns have many other issues
as well. The problem with being an
intern is that they are not considered
employees, so employment
discrimination laws do not protect
them.
If anything happens during
the student’s internship, chances
are that any complaints would be
dismissed and the students would
not be treated fairly.
Additionally, most students
do not lodge complaints because
they do not want to damage their
reputation and reduce their chances
of finding employment somewhere
else.
The government might not have
done much about these issues in
the past but now, the New York
Department of Labor is educating
interns and firms about internship
laws. Firms will be penalized if they
exploit interns.
Interns need to know that they can
report to the Department of Labor
instead of suffering in silence.
This way, students not only
protect their identity, but they
solve the problem. If issues like
these are not raised, both paid and
unpaid interns will continue to get
exploited.
-Hina Jehan ‘11
Human Resources
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Business
Alums share their time with students
BY MICHAEL FERRARI
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

Executives on Campus held a
“Job$mart Career Hour,” last Tuesday to discuss careers in asset management with two featured speakers, Joseph Benevento of Deutsche
Bank, and Michael Boyd of Forest
Investment Capital.
The event was co-sponsored by
Golden Key International Honor
Society and the Collegiate Association of Women in Business.
Benevento received his BBA
from Baruch in 1992. After working at Citigroup Asset Management and Smith Barney, he joined
Deutsche Bank in 2002. He worked
as senior portfolio manager for taxexempt money
market funds and
became co-head
of cash management research in
2006. He currently
is head of liquidity management
and the Americas division, and
is a member of
the Asset Management Group’s
Investment Committee in New
York.
Michael Boyd, who obtained his
undergraduate degree from Iona
College, came to Baruch to receive
his MBA in finance and accounting
in 1970.
Boyd has over 40 years of experience in the securities industry,
primarily in convertible securities, options, arbitrage trading and
investments.

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

Baruch alumni Michael Boyd and Michael Benevento spoke to students at a Job$mart Career Hour event last week.
He currently works at Forest Investment Management LLC, which
is an employee-owned hedge fund
sponsor based in Connecticut. The
firm primarily provides its services
to pooled investment vehicles and
invests in public equity and hedge
fund markets across the globe.
When asked to discuss the skills
and classes that he learned as
an undergrad at Baruch College,

Benevento said, “Security valuation was incredibly interesting because I spent most of my time looking at cash flow statements. What I
learned as an undergrad here I still
use today.”
Boyd talked about overcoming
personal obstacles in finding a job.
“The biggest obstacle for me was
myself,” said Boyd. “I didn’t know
what I wanted to do.
“Even if you don’t know what’s

Student as good as Gold
BY JIAYAN HUANG
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

involved in a job, don’t be afraid to
put yourself in a position of taking
that job, because you can do work
at nighttime and study,” said Boyd.
Benevento and Boyd both
stressed that students should
strive to attain internships during
college.
“At times I feel that I do get my
best employees from internships,
from part time workers. My recommendation to you is to use this time,

CAREER CORNER:
PLANT THE SEED OF SUCCESS NOW
BY GABRIEL GARNICA
CDC CORRESPONDENT

Few Baruch students can boast of an internship as an analyst in the investment
banking division of Goldman Sachs, but that
is exactly what Vikram Varma has lined up
for him this summer.
A junior in the Macaulay Honors College,
Varma describes himself as “very lucky” to
have this opportunity to intern at Goldman
Sachs. However, that is not to say that he did
not prepare himself to get this internship.
“I always knew what I wanted to do investment banking so after I graduated high
school, I interned at a hedge fund that gave
me good exposure to the corporate world,”
he said.
During that internship, Varma got a
glimpse of the trading world and gained a
better understanding of the terminology
used on the trading floor.
Currently, the finance major is interning
at a private equity fund. Previous internships
included a job at Morgan Stanley in the public finance investment banking division and
at BlackRock in portfolio management.
Though these experiences strengthened
his resume and gave him a competitive edge,
Varma’s biggest tool was networking. “Each
of these internships I had was through someone I knew,” Varma said.
In a school like Baruch, where companies, such as Goldman Sachs do not always
recruit, students need to network and meet
the right people in order to get noticed.
When Varma interned at BlackRock, he
was a freshmen working amongst juniors
from New York University and Harvard.
“A friend of mine at Baruch knew the
managing director there and was looking
for an intern. They were impressed that as a
freshman I knew a lot of stuff.”
Even with all the experience, Varma made
sure he prepared well for his Goldman Sachs
interview with in-depth research and reviewing concepts he learned on the job. “This is
my dream company, dream group, and I
wasn’t going to mess that up.”
Varma also felt that he benefited from

Too many interviewees approach the
job interview anxious because of the possibility of being asked a tough question
that would create an awkward situation.
The good news is that you do not have to
go through your interviews this way. Now
is the time to turn your reactive approach
to interviewing into a proactive strategy to
find success in the interview.
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Baruch College student Vikram Varma.
being a Baruch student and from the Financial Leadership Program (FLP).
Many of Varma’s interviewers never heard
of the name Baruch or Macaulay Honors College. “But what they liked is that we don’t
have the sense of entitlement that people
from Harvard and other top-notch colleges
have. We have the hunger and that is what
differentiated me,” he said.
FLP’s training gives students Microsoft
Excel training and networking opportunities
with other managing directors at competitive companies, and prepares students for
interviews.
For students who do not have enough
knowledge or exposure to the corporate
world, Varma suggests reading The Wall Street
Journal to learn more about the markets.
“If you have the passion for it, you can
buy books, ask upperclassmen for more information, [or] take classes.”

if at all possible, to get into those
internships and part time jobs. To
be able to look at a cross section
of asset management, maybe it’s
right for you or maybe it’s not, but I
would rather find out that fact,” said
Benevento.
“I think the willingness to take
a risk, having the basic tools set,
confidence in yourself and a good
mentoring program like this will
guide you,” said Boyd.

Do Your Research
The first step to doing well in the interview is to do your research about the
company and the position you are being
interviewed for. This step provides the critical foundation for everything that follows.
Without an awareness of the company and
the position, you will truly be at a disadvantage during the interview.
When researching a firm, do not merely
look at the clear and obvious points made
about the company. Rather, look for interesting and less obvious talking points to
bring up. For example:
Did the company recently open a new
office somewhere?
Has the firm just started a new
department?
Was the company recently mentioned
in the media?
These kinds of points can prove to be
very valuable during an interview. Bringing them up in a natural, logical and reasonable way will show that you have prepared for the interview. Otherwise, sticking
them into a conversation just to get them
in, looks phony and insincere, and will
hurt you.
Find Out What They Are Looking For
Too many job applicants look at a job
posting thinking about how they fit the
description. Why not look at how the
posting fits you? You can do this by figuring out what traits are sought by the job

description. Do they want a diligent person who is organized? Perhaps they seem
to focus on finding a flexible person who is
innovative. Maybe they really seem to want
someone who is willing to try new things in
new ways. Whatever the skills sought, they
are there. However, they are not there with
a siren next to them. Rather, the skills are
to be inferred from what is said during the
interview and the impression created by
what is said. Try using examples of experiences you have had in the past.
When you are asked “Tell me about
yourself,” you will tell one of those brief
stories from past experiences that illustrate
the particular skill in mind, yet never tell
the interviewer this directly.
Planting the Seed in Their Mind
You do not want to come up with the
connections between yourself and the job
in question. Many people try to do this for
half an hour and call that a job interview.
Instead, you want to plant the ideas in the
interviewer’s mind that he or she is discovering the perfect candidate for this job.
Many people think that the job interview is
about showing the interviewer what a diamond in the rough you are. Actually, it is
far better for you to plant the diamond in
such a way that the interviewers cannot
help but discover it for themselves and offer you the position.
Do not approach interviews the way
many people do: fishing for a job. Rather,
start approaching those interviews as a
planter, placing the seeds of connection
between the job offered and yourself in the
mind of the interviewer, and then let them
take all the credit for finding the next great
employee for the company. The interviewer gets the credit and you get the job. Most
job seekers will take that exchange any day
of the week. =
To start the process, visit the SCDC in
NVC 2-150.
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Features
Relaxation drinks hit the market, miss the mark
There is a new type of drink to take the
edge off, and alcohol is not the main ingredient. Calming beverages are the latest moodaltering drink in the industry.
The appeal of “anti-energy” beverages is
that they facilitate relaxation and offset feelings of anxiety and stress. One drink called
Drank is marketed to help induce sleep. Another one, Mini Chill, claims to increase focus but not induce drowsiness, according to
the official Mini Chill website.
About 100 of these beverages, infused with
plant extract and natural human hormone,
like melatonin, which controls the sleep cycle, have flooded the market within the past
three years, according to The Wall Street Journal. These drinks include iChill, Mary Jane’s
Relaxing Soda, The Relaxing Tea, Vacation in
a Bottle, and Blue Cow.
Effectiveness and potential health risks
are being examined further, which is usually standard procedure with new products.
Drank has received some bad publicity for
the use of melatonin, also used in supplements for conditions related to sleep disorders. The hormone is an unapproved food
additive, according to a warning letter sent
by the Food and Drug Administration to Innovative Beverage Group, the company that
makes Drank.
Conversely, kava root, used in Mary Jane’s
Relaxing Soda and The Relaxing Tea, is said to
be an effective remedy for anxiety. According
to The Wall Street Journal, kava root received
a grade “A” from Natural Standard Research
Collaboration for its extensive scientific substantiation of effectiveness. The article notes
that the results were seen when kava was
used to treat people diagnosed with anxiety
but not everyday stress. The kava plant is a
species of pepper, with relaxing active com-

DRINKHACKER.COM

Although relaxation drinks are on the market , not many Baruch students have tried them out yet.
ponents called kavalactones.
Professor Glenn Petersen, chair of the
sociology and anthropology department, explains its usage among the Pohnpei people of
Micronesia.
“Kava makes a group of people relax; they
are all together in a community. It’s a major
part of why they get along together so well.”

He has witnessed its effectiveness first hand
as an anthropologist and has done extensive
fieldwork on how the community and use of
kava are intertwined.
In 2002 the FDA warned consumers of kava’s potential risk of severe liver injury when
found in dietary supplements. However, Petersen, claims he never had a problem while

drinking kava daily for a year as part of his
ethnographic research. Being that the Pohnpei people have a variety of uses for kava like
religious ceremonies, relaxation and social
interaction, Petersen disagrees that it should
not be used for ordinary stress.
Among uncertainty of effectiveness are
assessments of what this trend suggests
about our culture.
I doubt that this emerged because people were actively seeking a ‘relaxing drink.’ I
think instead that we are a capitalist society,
and there is a need to keep making up new
products and selling things,” says sociology
professor Barbara Katz Rothman.
“Marketing is evolving to suit people’s
needs,” said sophomore Rafael Lacayo in
agreement. “It started with energy drinks
and, as business moves forward, there has to
be an alterative to the energy drink phenomena.”
The potential of dependence on substances that supposedly reduce stress are also
among concerns.
“We are dependent on substances for our
well-being rather than relying on ourselves
and using natural relaxation,” said freshman
Kenisha Subero.
“These drinks can be potentially abused
as downers,” says sophomore Angel Rivera.
“People can use it for other reasons just the
same way people drink alcohol to change
their mood. I do not find the need to be dependent on something to get relaxed.”
Senior Loren Arias commented on her
reason for not wanting to try these drinks.
“It doesn’t feel natural. It’s just something I
wouldn’t want for my body,” she said.
The difficulty confronting students that
have tried this calming alternative suggests
that, although people in their 20s are the
main target group for these beverages, the
“bottled relaxation” trend has not yet caught
on at Baruch College.

Tips for the hunt in a tough market

BIOJOBBLOG.COM

As the unemployment rate fluctuates, new college graduates might still be facing a challenge in finding a job.
BY HINA JEHAN
STAFF WRITER

Last year, the state of the job
market was discouraging to new
college graduates. According to the
U.S. Department of Labor, the unemployment rate for college grads
in 2009 was the highest in 30 years.
But this year, the National Association of Colleges and Employers
reports that the college graduate
hiring rate is set to rise five percent
this year compared to the 2008-09
period.
But as the overall unemployment rate in New York City falls to
10 percent this month from 10.4
percent in January, some new college graduates might still find it
hard to enter the market.
Because of the gloomy picture
that has been painted, some students have decided to delay their
graduation dates due to the fear

of being unemployed after graduation, while others are attending
graduate school in hopes that the
additional skills will improve their
chances of finding a good job.
For those venturing off into the
market and to those thinking of
waiting out the course, the career
center offers some practical advice
to the graduating class.
Online presence
Maintaining one’s online profile
is crucial as employers look for different ways to weed-out the right
applicants from the unqualified
ones.
Theresa Conway, associate director and internships coordinator
of Starr Career Development Center, said, “LinkedIn is a growing way
to network online professionally
and the Starr Career Development
Center offers a series of workshops

to help students in networking. Internships are also a key factor in
helping students land full time job
opportunities because it is a great
way to display your skills.
“Every student should be watching and monitoring what’s out
there electronically to make sure
there isn’t anything inappropriate
about them. They should Google
themselves and check to see what
comes up and create a positive online presence,” said Ellen Stein, associate director at SCDC.
Tech is king
Engineering jobs all across the
board are top hits for new employment. According to the National
Association of Colleges and Employers, eight of the 10 highest paid
majors are in the engineering sectors.
It is also reported to be one of

the fastest-growing careers through
2014.
Computer science also ranked
high with a starting salary of approximately $61,000.
Informational science and informational systems majors are
also purported to grow over the
next eight years.
“There really seems to be a lot
more opportunities in technology than there are people taking
advantage of. So, I would encourage people who are tec-savvy and
like technology to really look at the
technology sector,” said Barbara
M. Lambert, deputy director of the
SCDC.
In addition to this, Lambert
notes that students need to have a
good resume, be interview savvy
and know what they are looking for
along with the employer’s requirements.
Regardless of a major, students
need to have a passion for what
they are doing: this will always help
them excel in their fields, she said.
Join a network
The Alumni Association hosts
many networking events that students can take advantage of after
graduation. Students can also take
advantage of alumni positions on
Starr Search.
In addition to this, the career
center notes that students can join
professional affiliation groups free
of cost on LinkedIn.
According to U.S. News and
World Report, most occupations
have professional organizations
and associations and students can
join one since many of them carry
student rates.
The writers of the article also
advise students to attend meetings,
go to seminars and “like an anthropologist, learn the language and
customs of your field.”

The Proustian Probe
BY REBECCA FORBES
COPY EDITOR

In
the
late
19th
century,
French writer Marcel
Proust popularized the
pastime of
answering
several ques- ALLISON DEUTERMANN
English Professor
tions
that
were meant
to reveal the personality of the
interviewee. This column was
first published in The Ticker
in 2008. It has now returned,
with unique questions inspired by the original questionnaire. This issue’s interviewee is
Allison Deutermann , a professor
in the English Department.
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BY ALEXANDRA TORRES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What is your most obvious
characteristic?
I laugh easily.
Which do you prefer: revenge
or forgiveness?
In literature, revenge; in life, forgiveness.
What is your favorite sound?
Heavy rain.
What were you like in college?
Less patient.
Which would you choose: age
or beauty?
Both, please.
To see more of this interview
check out Thursday’s online issue.
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Colleges ban the bottle

From class to Congress
BY LISA FRASER

BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

Students across the country
are being banned from hitting
the bottle on campus lately. In a
recent effort to become more proactive in saving the environment,
seven colleges have put a stop to
using plastic water bottles and 30
schools have started campaigns
to reduce usage, according to
campusprogress.org.
“I think it’s a great idea. When
we looked at our waste audit,
[although] we don’t have actual
data yet, we saw a tremendous
number of water bottles that are
being tossed into the trash and
right now they are going into
landfills because we don’t have the
right recycling,” said Mindy EngleFriedman, chair of the Baruch
Sustainability Task Force.
In January 2009, Washington
University in St. Louis was the first
college to ban the sales of water
bottles in their vending machines
and in most of its cafeterias as part
of the “Tap It” campaign, led by
student Kady McFadden.
The university reported that it
would also stop the usage of bottles
at school events and meetings. It
also replaced plastic with reusable
containers and more availability to
tap water outlets on the campus.
In 2007, St. Louis was voted the
country’s best water, therefore
ensuring that students were
receiving healthy water.
Engle-Friedman says it could be
a similar case for Baruch. Pointing
out that New York City has some of
the best water in the world, she feels
that since “our reservoirs are really
good,” it shouldn’t be a problem for
students.
“The corporations that put

water in water bottles have made
it seem as if our water isn’t safe,”
said Engle-Friedman. “They make
it seem as if it is more safe if you
drink water from France or Maine
but it isn’t the case because New
York water has performed better
than most of these waters.” The
psychology professor and Baruch’s
leader in saving the environment
hopes that the college can make a
move towards this in the next few
years. “It would be change in the
culture. There would have to be an
awareness added.”
Baruch has already tried to start
taking steps in this direction. Jim
Lloyd, assistant vice president of
campus operations, hopes to do
away with the water dispensers that
are strewn about campus. Lloyd
wants to add a system that would
create more fountains that tap
into Baruch’s main water supply
allowing students to fill up their
containers, free of charge.
“We did a couple of pilots on
the South Campus [17 Lexington
and the SPA building],” said Lloyd.
There has yet to be any changes
in the Vertical Campus or Library
building. Lloyd hopes to get rid of
the 43 pound containers of water
that are delivered to the school.
Delivery of the containers causes
more large delivery trucks to be
on the road, another damage to
the environment. Plus, due to their
hefty weight, Lloyd says chucking
them would be another plus.
Some schools signed contracts
with Coca Cola and Pepsi that
correlates the number of bottles
sold on campus to the amount of
grants and scholarships awarded
by the companies, according to
campusprogress.org.
Some Baruch students admit
they would use reusable containers
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Some campuses are discarding bottles.
and fill up at stations provided
in school. “Why waste money
on water?” said Stephane Yang,
a senior and marketing major.
“I don’t buy my water from the
school.”
But it is not as simple to set up
the system. It would most likely
cost just as much as the bottles
being delivered now and, since
each department has their own
contract with them, it would mean
numerous cancellations and red
tape to go through.
Plus, it would need to be
approved. Lloyd says due to the
tight budget that is unlikely to
happen. “If it were up to me I’d
like to see it happen tomorrow.”

Only a sophomore, Limer
Batista has already stepped foot
into the halls of Congress. The political science major was chosen by
the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute, an organization that
promotes Hispanic youth leadership development and education,
to participate in the Capitol Hill
Experience through the Congressional Internship Program.
The internship, which began
in February and ends on April 21,
allows Batista to get a rigorous,
hands-on experience as she works
in the congressional office of Senator Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.).
Upon hearing about her selection, Batista was thrilled. “I was at
the library studying for a final that
I had the next day and I get this
call saying [that I was chosen],”
she said. The feeling at that moment was “amazing.”
She heard about the opportunity through an informational
session hosted by the School of
Public Affairs last fall. Thinking it
would be too good of an opportunity to pass up, she applied and by
the end of the semester was chosen because of her community
and campus leadership.
At Baruch, Batista is the treasurer of the Dominican Students
Association and a member of the
Latino Youth for Higher Education
Program. She is also a youth coordinator at her local church.
Working in Stabenow’s office,
Batista has had the chance to witness the passing of the health care
bill.
“[Stabenow] is a champion for
health care, pushing for it to pass.
I was actually at the house floor
when they passed the health care

bill … just being there was incredible,” she said.
The challenges are many but she
welcomes them. For her, it’s something different everyday from writing memos to attending briefings
and hearings with a responsibility
of debriefing the staff on what was
discussed.
“You are on your toes all the
time and you have to be ready to go
and pay attention,” she said.
Since the work is very fastpaced, “when information comes
out you have to know it right away
and memorize it because you don’t
know when you’ll need to use it.”
Shani Provost, a communications specialist at CHCI stated in an
e-mail message that Batista is the
first student from Baruch College
that was chosen for this internship,
which usually lasts for 12 weeks in
the fall and spring and eight weeks
in the summer. The experience of
being the only CUNY student is one
she is proud of.
“None of the other interns come
from a public school and they don’t
have the diversity that Baruch has
to offer … coming from Baruch, the
energy that we have is something
that’s different because to me, I
would go to school full time and
also work full time; many of [the
other interns] usually never have
a job until the summer,” she said.
“Being part of that and coming
here, you have a different perspective.”
The internship also offers a
chance for Batista to explore career options besides law. “It will
enhance my career … it’s exciting
because I thought maybe I don’t
want to go to law school but go get
my master’s and become a policy
maker,” she said. However, she believes she’ll still stick to law school.
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Arts & Style
Half the Sky rocks Hunter College
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

Half the Sky, the pop-punk band
from Hunter College, was brought
together by chance, but it’s more
than luck that has kept them together.
The band, consisting of Steve
Sanders (lead singer), Alex Fishman (lead guitarist), Jamie Pitrelli
(bassist) and Leo Freire (drummer)
formed when Freire and Pitrelli,
who had known each other for two
years, met Sanders by chance in
front of Hunter. Pitrelli suggested
the addition of Fishman, who he
had known for 10 years, and Half
the Sky was born.
“All of a sudden, our conception
had become a reality, and we’re excited to keep developing as a band
and spreading our word out,” says
Freire.
The band is getting more publicity with the help of Jared James,
the Baruch College student who is
also their manager. James says that
he came to manage Half the Sky for
one major reason.
“Once I heard them rehearse
together, I felt something different
…and their impact was bigger than
that of other bands I have encountered.The guys played a part of their
song ‘Devil Red,’ and immediately I
felt chills. For a moment I felt like I
was in a segment of VH1’s ‘Before
They Were Famous,’” says James.
According to the band, their
music is “half of what you would
expect from a pop-punk band and

half of what they don’t.” Their music is as energetic as Blink 182, but
their musical backgrounds make
them different from other bands of
their kind.
“Every member in the band has
their own unique set of influences
and musical background, whether
it be jazz, funk/R&B, classical, or
metal core. Underneath all that is
our mutual drive in creating music
in the Pop Punk scene. We want
to develop a new sound based on
what is and isn’t conventional in
the genre,” says Freire.
Half the Sky just recently released their first demo, “First before
Teeth,” a four track collection of
songs reminiscent of bands like Circa Survive, Mayday Parade and the
Mars Volta. The tracks range from
the soft and sweet “Three Ways to
Know” to the upbeat crowd-surfing
inducer, “Devil Red.”
Now that their music is available
on PureVolume, the band is also
trying to become nationally known
with the College Battle of the Bands
competition, in which they are currently ranked No. 2 in the New York
City region.
With all of the growth the band
has had in recent weeks, managing
their time has become even more
crucial to the success of their music, as well as their academics.
“We all know that school is priority. No matter how much we
want to practice, we still make sure
all our work is done before we even
lay eyes on our instruments. It can
be pretty tough, but we all have our
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Half the Sky, from left to right: Alex Fishman, Steve Sanders, Jamie Pitrelli and Leonardo Freire.
heads on straight,” says Pitrelli.
This dedication to both the music and school extends to James,
whose duties include media relations, booking gigs, coordinating
schedules and taking care of each
member’s personal and professional needs.
“In all honesty, I prefer to stay
busy — managing multiple responsibilities, because I learn from each
project, task or experience,” says

James.
Keeping busy won’t be a problem for any of the men in Half the
Sky in coming weeks, as they plan
to record a bonus track for their
demo, as well as play various shows
in the New York City and Long Island area.
At the end of the day, all of the
hard work comes down to their love
of the music and their desire to get
it out into the world.

“We write our songs to reflect
on personal experiences and about
the people who have influenced us
to begin the journey that is Half the
Sky, says Fishman. “It’s not just a
garage band that wants to get super
famous—although, being super famous would be sort of cool.”
The band’s music is available for
download on www.purevolume.
com.

Meet the Million Dollar Quartet
BY SARINA SINGH
STAFF WRITER

On the evening of Dec. 4, 1956,
an impromptu recording session
between the now rock and roll legends Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash, Elvis Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis took
place at the Sun Records Studios in
Memphis, Tennessee.
Sam Phillips, the “father of rock
and roll” and owner of Sun Records,
later nicknamed the four men the
“Million Dollar Quartet.”
Over 50 years later, both Broadway-goers and music lovers can go
back in time to one of the most infamous nights in the history of the
music industry.
Million Dollar Quartet, written
by Colin Escott and Floyd Mutrux,
and directed by Eric Schaeffer was
a much anticipated production.
Following its previews that began just under a month ago, this
production officially opened on
Broadway at the Nederlander Theatre on Sunday, April 11.
Just a few days later, it was already being vaguely compared to
Jersey Boys.
Even though the timing of both
stories may be similar, both productions are completely different
and will obviously tell different stories.
Million Dollar Quartet consists
of six cast members staying true to
the original group that occupied
the studio in 1956.
Hunter Foster, as Sam Phillips,
narrates the production, guiding
viewers through the only recording
session in which his four biggest
talents united.
The quartet is portrayed by Robert Britton Lyons as Perkins, Lance
Guest as Cash, Levi Kreis as Lewis
and Eddie Clendening as Presley.
Not to be left out, Elizabeth Stanley

MILLIONDOLLARQUARTETLIVE.COM

Robert Britton Lyons, Levi Kreis, Eddie Clendening and Lance Guest star in the Million Dollar Quartet.
embodies Dyanne, an unknown
and hopeful singer who is also
Presley’s girlfriend at the time of
the recording.
A musical such as this must include many musical numbers and
this production did, with many
songs from the 1956 recording
session being used. Such pieces,
which were all sung by the actors
themselves, included super hits

like Presley’s “That’s All Right,” Perkins’s “Matchbox,” Cash’s “Folsom
Prison,” and “Great Balls of Fire” by
Lewis.
The group also sang a few songs
together such as “Brown Eyed
Handsome Man”, and “Down by
the Riverside”. The most notable of
these was their spiritual rendition
of “Peace in the Valley” which left
tears in the eyes of some audience

members.
While the production is filled
with many favorite tracks, it is also
an informative journey into a day in
the life of these performers. Those
in attendance left the theater learning something — whether it be
that Phillips discovered all of the
four chart-topping masterminds at
different times or that he gave the
group their name. Most interesting

of all is the identity of the original
singer of Presley’s hit “Blue Suede
Shoes.”
To end the production on a
show-stopping note, audiences
were given an unexpected concert
as each actor performed a hit song
of his alter-ego, performed in its
entirety.
Clendening performed “Hound
Dog,” while Guest, the obvious
standout on the cast, blew everyone
away with his eerily Cash-sounding
rendition of “Riders in the Sky,” and
Lyons closed with “See You Later
Alligator.”
But just as the lights began to
fade and the audience thought the
show was over, Kreis came back to
the stage to finish the show with a
full-cast performance of “Whole
Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On.”
This mini-concert was almost
necessary to push the play over the
top in typical Broadway fashion.
Most of the show consisted
of small musical breaks and dialogue, rather than the show-stopping numbers and glitz that many
Broadway shows are known for.
Even though this production is
sure to draw crowds who love the
music of these big name performers, it is not for everyone. Many will
find that the plot, which is basically
a re-enactment of one night, is not
very appealing.
There is also a bit of disappointment in the fact that the majority of
the songs performed are not done
in their entirety, but rather cut short
with dialogue or fade outs.
That being said, Million Dollar
Quartet does a great job at repeating history and allowing those of
us who were not lucky enough to
be there on that night in Memphis
to feel like a part of the musical
magic.
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Become a part of Family Week

Baruch Style Spotlight On: Johana Langi

BY SABRINA KHAN

ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

BY KERRI JAREMA
STAFF WRITER

Family Week, the story of a family’s struggle with mental illness, is a
poignant look at the consequences
of the scars that come with disease
and the connection that can result
from being broken apart by it.
Claire (Rosemarie Dewitt of Rachel Getting Married) is a patient
at the country’s best mental rehabilitation facility. It’s family week
and her mother, Lena (Kathleen
Chalfant from Angels in America),
sister, Rickey (Quincey Tyler Bernstine of Ruined), and daughter, Kay
(Sam Gayle from Dr. Seuss’ How the
Grinch Stole Christmas), have all
come to visit and support her during treatment for depression and
self-mutilation.
Interestingly enough, Claire is
a member of Group B, categorized
by abuse and eating disorders, a
notion that makes Lena constantly
question the qualifications of the
hospital. “What are their credentials?” she demands, to the comic
rupture of the audience.

The institution, situated in an
isolated desert, seems to drive
them all a little crazy, meanwhile
exposing all the open wounds this
dysfunctional family bears and the
issues that drove Claire to her wits
end.
A simple and small, yet multifaceted stage displays a hotel room,
treatment center, hospital cafeteria
and courtyard where several scenes
take place without intermission.
Each character meets Claire as if
after months and awkwardness is
apparent on all sides.
Each of the women, including
Claire, are interested in just one
thing — helping her get better. This
becomes increasingly difficult as
the vague, overly ambitious and
dramatic plot unfolds, creating a
tension that builds to a crescendo
until the play’s abrupt end.
In the course of the play, the
audience learns a great deal about
this family and the tragic events
that lead them here. Claire intermittently shows the slow progress
of her recovery when she shares her
feelings about her personal prob-

lems to the audience, who serves
almost as her group leader.
Conflicts are then revealed
through heated and emotionally
jarring arguments amongst the
family during telling therapy sessions, but none are thoroughly examined.
The play seems to psychologically label their problems and
abandon any attempt at resolving
or even revisiting them, for greater
clarity or meaning. Claire’s final
monologue seems to be the only
resolution, however weak, that
ties all these issues together; but
it still leaves loose ends that feel
like they’re being swept under the
dusty living room carpet.
Family Week, although not the
strongest production, is a heartbreaking story that takes a poignant
look into a family’s battered heart
and soul. It moves the audience to
tears at various moments and manages humor at others. A thoughtful
story that mines through family
memories and scars, Family Week
is currently playing at the Lucille
Lortel Theatre until May 23.

Write for Arts
To find out more,
email arts@theticker.org

Johana Langi has her own way of intepreting fashion. The Baruch College senior bought her high school
prom dress from a vintage shop on
23rd Street, loves the structured
dresses of Rachel Roy and finds
loose fitting tanks sexy. Read on for
more about her unique style.
Age: 21
I live in: Queens, NY
I’m wearing: H&M shoes, Forever
21 jeans that I cut, American
Apparel deep v-neck tee, H&M
scarf, H&M jacket, Forever 21 hat
and a Zipia bag, which is [from] a
Korean website I order from.
I’ve been listening to: A lot of Italian songs — I listen to Jovanotti. I
[like] a lot of old stuff, like old jazz
— Ella Fitzgerald. I [also] listen to
Carla Bruni.
My favorite designers are: The late
Alexander McQueen, Marc Jacobs
and Rachel Roy.
Some of my favorite places to
shop are: I actually like a lot of the
vintage stores around school on
23rd Street. I guess anywhere. I’m
a chronic shopper. I’ll go anywhere
and I won’t rule out cheap stores
either, like H&M [and] Forever 21. I
also like J. Crew, Club Monaco and
Rugby.
My favorite fashion trends are:
I really like the whole loose off-theshoulder or slouchy tank. I think
that’s really sexy in a new way.
My fashion inspirations are:
I’m really inspired by European
fashion editors like Giovanna
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Battaglia [and] everyone in French
Vogue.
My favorite piece of clothing that
I own is:
Probably right now this jacket [that
I’m wearing], because I’ve worn it
almost every day.
The best thing about New York is:
I think the energy. I love just walking around. I love the food. I like
just being able to walk and bump
into something. You don’t need to
plan in New York. You can just walk
into a situation and it will be fun.
If you would like to be featured
in Baruch Style, please e-mail arts@
theticker.org. Include a photo that
shows you in an outfit indicative of
your typical style and taste. Please
note that sending a photo does not
mean you will be featured.

Portugal. the Man and the American Ghetto Doctor Who comes to the U.S.

PBWORKS.COM

BY GIZELLE LUGO
STAFF WRITER

BLOGS.COURANT.COM

BY MARIE SCARSELLA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In today’s music scene, it is very
rare to find a band whose sound is
truly unique. Many artists seemed
to stop pushing their boundaries, creating a brand of infectious
pop punk that, while usually quite
catchy, lacks creative passion.
Other bands also succumb to
the stereotypical sound of many indie artists who often miss the boat
when it comes to originality.
However, with the release of
Portugal. the Man’s fifth full-length
release, American Ghetto, it almost
seems as if the music scene has
been given a breath of fresh air
and, along with it, a new sense of
potential.
The album kicks off with the
extremely ear-catching track “The
Dead Dog.” Combining eerie synthesizers with soothing, yet detailed, guitar work, the song sets
the vibe for the rest of the album.
After the opening track, American Ghetto puts forth one of its
strongest pieces, “All My People.”
The song, though lyrically repeti-

tive at times, sounds almost as if it
could be the backing track to a hiphop song, and still it reflects the
type of indie rock that Portugal. the
Man is best known for: unique, biting and nearly flawless.
After hearing “All My People,”
one might think that the album
has nothing new left to showcase,
but “1000 Years” and “Do What We
Do” immediately put this idea to
rest. “1000 Years” is characterized
by high-pitched, punch-packing
vocals and a tone that could best
be described as the love child of
MGMT and ‘70s rock. The track also
includes one of the album’s best
lyrics, “First you stand/then you
crawl/then you sleep to be reborn.”
The following tracks slow down
the pace a bit, and the calmer
sound is brought to a level of perfection not many could achieve on
the track “Do What We Do,” a song
that features lyrics chanted in immaculate harmony.
The only time American Ghetto
seems to hit a bump is on the track
“Just a Fool.” While the song aims to
keep the mellow tones of the album
running, the overuse of synthesizer

overshadows the other instruments,
as well as the otherwise excellent
vocal performance by singer Josh
Baldwin Gourley, resulting in one
of the album’s weaker tracks.
Portugal. the Man brings the record to a close with the disc’s most
upbeat, complex track, “When the
War Ends.” While the subject matter is as heavy as the band questions the causes of war, the song
has the brightest and bubbliest feel
of all the tracks on the record, making it the perfect closer, as well as
the most mind-bending song on
American Ghetto.
Overall, American Ghetto is a
groundbreaking record for Portugal. the Man. It displays perfectly
throughout all 11 tracks exactly
what elements of the band’s music
makes their style stand out among
the plethora of bands trying to
make a name for themselves in the
indie scene.
This showcase of talent, after
four previous albums, has finally
given Portugal. the Man the momentum they needed to propel to
the top of their genre, while making
it the band’s best album to date.

“All of time and space … Everything that ever happened or
ever will … Where do you want to
start?”
For producer Steven Moffat, acclaimed writer of Coupling, and the
new starring cast of Doctor Who,
the place to start was New York
City. On Wednesday, April 14, the
first official launch event, which
was first-come, first-served, was
held for the new U.S. version of the
series.
The premiere episode was
shown, followed by a Q&A session
with Moffat and the cast, including
Matt Smith and Karen Gillan.
Fans from far and wide traveled
to the East Village Cinemas on 12th
Street and 2nd Avenue. Some were
dressed up as their favorite characters and even brought along their
collection of action figures.
Those present were not disappointed by the premiere. It brought
the action, mystery, wit and charm
that has made Doctor Who a staple
in the United Kingdom and helped
land it a place in the Guinness
World Record Book as the longestrunning television series, as it aired
for over 45 years.
There are a few reasons that this
show has been so successful for
generations. For one, it is accessible
for newcomers. If you haven’t seen

a single episode of Doctor Who before this Saturday’s premiere at 9
p.m. on BBC America, you won’t
have a hard time enjoying it.
For those who have never seen
the show, the premise is simple.
A time-traveling alien named The
Doctor flies around in his time
machine called the TARDIS (Time
And Relative Dimensions In Space)
through many galaxies and time
periods to explore and, most often,
save the day. When The Doctor suffers a mortal or fatal blow, he regenerates into a new person while
still retaining the memories and
traits of his previous incarnations.
To date, 10 actors have played
The Doctor, with Smith now stepping in as the 11th. His charming
and wonderfully nuanced portrayal has won over critics and fans in
Britain.
Fans at the premiere certainly
went crazy for him and applauded
him for his performance.
Audiences have also been won
over by Gillan, who plays Amy Pond,
the new Doctor Who companion,
who accompanies The Doctor in
his travels. Her fiery portrayal of the
gorgeous, feisty redhead Pond certainly left the guys in the audience
liking what they saw.
With the show now being produced by Moffat, who also pens
several episodes this season, audiences can expect to see more great
things from this series.
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Caracas keeps the arepas coming

Trend Review
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

 Take

a cue from the
1970s and fill your wardrobe with denim
Denim is back in a big way this
season, seen everywhere from the
standard denim jeans to the neverfailing fashion hit, the jean jacket.
The classic denim button-down
shirt is back, along with sweet denim dresses.
Several celebrity fashion plates
have been rocking an all-denim
look lately, including Ashley Olsen.
Trying her look of a light-wash, faded button-down or snap front denim shirt paired with denim jeans is
a great way to dive head first into
the trend. Be sure to pair light wash
denim with a dark wash piece and
vice-versa — wearing the exact

same color of denim separates will
create a 1990s “denim suit” look,
which is neither updated nor flattering.
Jean jackets are a classic piece
that never seems to go out of style
and this season, pairing it with
lightweight floral dresses, bright
blouses or striped t-shirts is a fresh
way to look casual without being
sloppy. Denim dresses are another
pretty way to wear the sturdy fabric, as shown by the likes of Alexa
Chung. Wear them with leather
jackets or plaid over shirts on cooler days.
The most popular look for jeans
right now, seen on everyone from
Kim Kardashian to Jessica Alba, is
rolled-up at the ankle, a light wash
and includes a few strategically
placed rips, offering a carefree, chic
rocker vibe, perfect as the days get
warmer.

 The new look in men’s
watches is colorful classics

GQ.COM

One of the staples of any man’s
wardrobe is a functional and stylish
timepiece. The perfect accessory for
any outfit, from a casual school outfit or a suit for work, a good-looking
watch is a timeless addition to your
look.
Recently, sophisticated stainless
steel bands have been updated with
faces that are large, round and boldly
colored. Just a simple shot of color
can take an otherwise conservative
look to a new level, allowing for more
expression of personal style, as well
as a youth-oriented take on an old
classic.
Shots of red, blue, orange and yellow have been seen on timepieces as
varied as Rolex’s $29,850 blue face
watch to TAG Heuer’s $1,400 version. For those of us without bank
accounts nearly this large, there are

YELP.COM

BY ASHLEY RUDDER
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

INSTYLE.COM

many affordable and well-made pieces to try out.
Fossil has the “Analog Blue Dial”
for $75, while Swatch carries the
“Photosynthesis” for $115. Regardless of the color you choose, a steelbanded watch with a colorful face will
keep you current and modern, while
also maintaining a classic style on
your side.
Other current trends for watches
include forgoing color altogether, instead opting for a completely black
look, with a black steel or even plastic band and a black or charcoal face.
This look is another way to update
the classic timepiece into something
new.
No matter the watch you wear, insure that it is a well-made piece that
you will be able to wear for years to
come. A watch is an investment so
don’t hesitate to spend a little more to
get good quality and classic style.

The Caracas Arepa Bar has a
New York outlook with a menu that
mirrors Venezuela’s style. The restaurant aims to please, serving customers with a mix of homemade,
quality Venezuelan arepas and
other dishes that will delight the
taste buds and keep patrons coming back for more.
The eatery’s bright red logo
greets customers as they walk into
the restaurant. Its colorful decorations — including pictures, statue
ornaments and red strobe lights —
fit perfectly with the loud chatter
and sounds from the kitchen that
take over the space.
As customers pour in, however,
the lack of space becomes a big
problem, causing customers to wait
outside until tables free up. This
routine seems to be a persistant
issue because the wait staff allows
customers to sit and enjoy their
meals for as long as they want. Customers wait long periods of time to
get in. For those who don’t want to
wait, take-out is an option.
Caracas offers a lunch special
that includes any arepa with the
choice of salad or soup for $7.95.
The vegetable soup that comes
with the lunch special is regrettable
after the very first sip. One mouthful is enough to tell that this flavorless cup of soup, topped with carrots and herbs, is not worth finishing. It can be described simply as a
watered-down and flavorless cup
of vegetables.
Just a couple of the varied arepa

options are the La Surena and De
Pabellon. The La Surena, which
includes grilled chicken, chorizo,
avocado slices, and the classic and
popular chimi-churri sauce, is small
in size but packed with filling.
Sadly, the combination sounds
better on paper than it works out
in the actual execution. The lack
of seasoning on the meats is disappointing and the avocado overwhelms the entire arepa. The only
complementary flavor from this
unsatisfying dish comes from the
spicy chimi-churri sauce.
The De Pabellon is filled with
shredded beef, black beans, Queso
Blanco, a salty white cheese and
sweet plantains. After pouring on
some of the special yellow hot sauce
that comes with the arepa, customers will want to savor every single
bite and crave more of the savory
filling when they are done. The hot
sauce alone is outstanding.
The Caracas Arepa Bar is definitely worth going to for a take-out
order lunch special. Just be sure to
get the salad instead of the soup
and give the De Pabellon arepa a
try — it will make your day.
Caracas is located in the East
Village at 93 1/2 E. 7th St.

Out of 5
Food: 
Service: 
Atmosphere: 
Price: $$ (7-10)

La Cage aux Folles makes a return to Broadway

LACAGE.COM

Douglas Hodge and Kelsey Grammar star in the newest Broadway interpretation of La Cage aux Folles.
BY IVETTE OBANDO-ALVAREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The new revival of La Cage aux
Folles began previews on April 6,
making this the third time the show
has called Broadway home since
1983.
The show is based on the 1973
French play by Jean Poiret, which
is about a nightclub owner named
Georges and his longtime partner
Albin, who is the star performer
at Zaza, Georges’ nightclub on the
French Riviera.
The show evolves around the
drama created by Georges’ son,
Jean-Michel, when he comes back
home and announces his engagement to the daughter of a conservative politician who, with his wife,
is coming to meet Georges and Albin.
Jerry Herman wrote the music
and lyrics, while Harvey Fierstein,
who is well-known for his role as
Edna Turnblad in Hairspray, wrote
the book for the show. Terry Johnson directs the current Broadway
interpretation and Lynne Page does
the choreography.
La Cage features a diverse cast,

including Kelsey Grammar as
Georges and Douglas Hodge as
Albin. A five-time Emmy winner,
Grammar makes his Broadway musical debut here, displaying a great
singing voice along with natural
and believable acting.
Hodge, who originally played
the role of Albin in the West End
production, is extremely funny and
plays the role of a drag performer
with confidence and ease.
Another standout cast member
is Robin de Jesus — best known for
his role in In the Heights — plays
Jacob, Georges’ and Albin’s butler,
who is very outgoing and feisty.
The show itself is entirely cohesive and very funny. The cast has
perfect chemistry and is in with
each other both in acting and song.
All of the songs and dances transitioned smoothly from one scene to
another, and although there is not
a big usage of props and lighting,
overall the show is staged beautifully.
A few extravagances of this version of the show are its lavish set
designs, sparkly costumes and
showy dance routines by a group of
six dancers. The almost three hour

production passes by quickly, as
the audience is completely taken
by the cast’s comedic timing, flexibility and full immersion into their
roles.
There are also many elements
that make this show stand out from
most shows that are currently on
Broadway, including the fact that
performers are in character to greet
you under disco balls on the sidewalk in front of the theater and in
the lobby, already gearing viewers
up for the atmosphere inside.
Also, those who sit in the front
row get the extra special treat of
interacting with the performers on
stage. During the show, the performers also come around the orchestra area to dance with the audience.
Most importantly, this current
version of La Cage aux Folles stays
true to the original play’s intention,
highlighting the message of individual expression and encourages
people to never change for fear of
what others think of you.
La Cage aux Folles is currently
showing at the Longacre Theatre at
220 W. 48th St.
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Science & Technology
Microsoft shows off KIN phone
BY STEPHANIE HOM
CCONTRIBUTING WRITER

The world is never too small for
new mobile phones. In San Francisco on Monday, April 12, Microsoft unveiled two new products
from “Project Pink.” The Wall Street
Journal initially speculated in April
2009 that Microsoft was developing the “iPhone rival” codenamed
“Pink” as stated in PCWorld.
Microsoft first made an announcement on Pink after they
acquired Danger, the makers of the
popular T-Mobile Sidekick devices.
Those associated with Danger are
said to have worked on Pink, whose
phones KIN One and KIN Two will
likely succeed the Sidekick.
Microsoft’s focus is on sharing
media. The software giant’s newest mobile devices have capabilities that are meant to target young
consumers. The KIN One and KIN
Two, code-named the Turtle and
Pure respectively, are both slider
phones with a physical keyboard
and a touch-screen interface.
The KIN One is small and compact, allowing users to operate the
device in one hand. The KIN Two
has a larger screen and keyboard,
more memory, a higher-resolution
camera and the ability to record
high-definition video. Instead of
operating on Windows 7, both
phones are based on the Silverlight
platform developed specifically for
KIN.
The KIN is designed to give consumers “the ultimate social experience that blends the phone, online
services and the PC” with new experiences in KIN Loop, KIN Spot
and KIN Studio. “We built KIN for
people who live to be connected,
share, express and relate to their
friends and family,” said Robbie
Bach, Microsoft’s Entertainment
and Devices Division president,
in a press release. “KIN is the one
place to get the stuff you care about

Healthcare
bill require
calorie info
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

GIZZMODO.COM

Tucked discretely into President Barack Obama’s polarizing
health care bill is a new requirement that will force nearly 200,000
large restaurant chains to display
nutritional information at the point
of purchase. The measure, which
will affect any restaurant with 20
or more locations, will also task
the Food and Drug Administration
with creating a national standard
for menu labels.
Menu labels are not new in New
York City. Since 2008, restaurants
with more than 15 locations in the
city have been required to post calorie information. Currently, violators can be fined up to $2,000. The
Department of Health estimates
that the measure will reduce the
number of obese New Yorkers by
150,000 and prevent 30,000 cases
of obesity over the next five years in
the City. A 2005 Community Health
Survey found that 54 percent of
New Yorkers were overweight or
obese.

Microsoft’s Kin One (left) and Kin Two (right) boast an interface built around updates from the user’s social networking accounts.
to the people you care about most.”
KIN Loop can be compared to
Motorola’s MotoBlur or the Sense
Ul from HTC. The phone’s home
screen will automatically bring together feeds from social networking sites such as Facebook, Myspace and Twitter, making it easier
for users to stay connected.
KIN Spot will also allow people
to share with people without having to figure out which application
to use. To share videos, photos, status updates, text messages and location the user simply drags them
to the “Spot” on the phone where
he can then choose how to share

and broadcast it.
Additionally, everything that
was created on the phone is available on KIN Studio, a cloud service
that can be accessed from any web
browser. Texts, contacts, call history, photos and videos will appear
on a personalized digital journal.
The KIN devices will also feature
Microsoft’s Zune music software
with options for music including
FM radio, video and podcast playback.
While the KIN series will integrate with social networking sites,
it is not a smartphone. It will not
have access to applications, games,

document editing or viewing. The
phones also lack a calendar program and photos can only be uploaded and sent to Facebook, Myspace or Windows Live.
Wire analyst Phil Marshall of
Yankee Group argued that Microsoft has not sufficiently evolved to
play in the mobile hardware market
just yet. Marshall feels that the release of the KIN is a defensive maneuver since it will be difficult for
the software company to penetrate
the already crowded smartphone/
mobile device market.
Microsoft’s KIN will be available
on the Verizon network in May.
CSPINET.OR

South African hominid discovery

Restaurants in cities like New York are
required to post calorie information
or face a fine of up to $2,000.

BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

Two newly uncovered skeletons
in South Africa, members of a newly classified hominid species, may
shed new light on human evolution, said researchers.
Known by its scientific name,
Australopithecus sediba, the hominid predates Homo sapiens by approximately 1.3 million years.
According to the researchers,
Australopithecus shared several
features with Homo sapiens.
“It is not possible to establish
the precise phylogenetic position
of Australopithecus sediba in relation to various species assigned to
early Homo,” wrote Lee Berger, a
lead author of one of the Science.
“We can conclude that … this
new species shares more derived
features with early Homo than any
other known australopith species,
and thus, represents a candidate
ancestor for the genus, or a sister
group to a close ancestor that persisted for some time after the first
appearance of Homo.”
Shared features include walking
upright and tooth size. Researchers
argue that the fossils represent the
gradual changes from small-bodied, tree-dwelling ancestors to larger-bodied, land-dwelling bipeds.
Most scientists believe that the
Homo genus evolved from Australopithecus over 2 million years ago.
The well-preserved male and female fossil skeletons found in cave
deposits in Malapa, South Africa,

NATIONALGEOPGRAPHIC.COM

The newly discovered hominid species, Australopithecus sediba, predates humanity by over 1.3 million years.
revealed that the transition was
gradual.
The Malapa site is found in the
“Cradle of Humankind,” a world
heritage site where limestone caves
contain fossils of ancient animals

and hominids.
However, controversy surrounds
the find. Some researchers argue
that the specimens found belong to
the genus Homo.
Others argue that the specimen

might actually belong to the wellknown Australopithecus africanus.
The researchers also found animal fossils at the Malapa caves.

The national measure will also
force vendors to post calorie information on vending machines that
carry convenience foods. While
many restaurants had been posting calorie information prior to
2008, the 2004 FDA Obesity Working Group report found that restaurants generally put the information
in places that are unlikely to be
seen at purchase, such as on web
sites and pamphlets.
However, it may take three to
four years for American consumers to see calorie information on
menus. According to Margo G.
Wootan, director of nutrition policy
with the Center for Science in the
Public Interest, a nonprofit health
advocacy group based in Washington, the FDA will still need to come
up with regulations.
While a preliminary study conducted in New York found that
calorie information only influenced decisions of approximately
25 percent of participants’ when
it came to food, The Atlantic food
writer Corby Kummer argued that
the information might actually encourage fast food restaurants to offer more nutritious and healthier
choices to consumers.
“I definitely think that putting
the information in front of people’s
faces will make them more aware of
what they’re putting into their bodies,” said Baruch sophomore Ying
Chan. “I think the new measure is
a great idea.”
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Baruch runs over York in doubleheader
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

The softball team took the
brooms out again on Tuesday when
they swept York College 2-8 in a
doubleheader, leaving them undefeated in the CUNY Athletic Conference with a record of 8-0.
Bearcat big hitters dominated
each game, shutting out the Cardinals 12-0 in the first game, and winning 12-6 the second time around.
“It’s always good to win, but being undefeated in our conference
feels great,” said captain Melissa
Pena.
The senior was a standout in
both games. In the first game, while
in the first inning, Pena hit a single.
It was the third inning that she stole
the show.
The third inning was the highlight of the Bearcats’ game. Andrea
Feeney started off with a single and
a stolen base, eventually scoring
when Ashley Brandow tripled. Later in the frame, Elizabeth Santos,
Andrea Tepfer and Michele Runko
were occupying all of the bases,
and Pena stepped up to the plate
and hit a grand slam.
“When I was up to bat, I just
wanted to get a hit, nothing big,”
said Pena of her first homerun of
the season. “The grand slam just
happened. I was just happy to help
the team and bring in some runs.”
Pena finished the game going
2-for-3. Sophomore Brandow also
had two hits, going 2-for-2 with two
RBIs.
Pitcher Andrea Tepfer recorded
her 11th win this year. The junior
threw four shut out innings before
freshman Nicola DeVine closed the
game with a perfect fifth inning.
“We knew it was a conference
game,” said Tepfer. “We were hungry for 8-0 in the conference, and
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The softball team is 8-0 in the CUNY Athletic Conference for the first time in school history, dominating York in a doubleheader.
that was a big driving force. Then
we just did all the right things, hit at
the right time.”
Tepfer was named CUNY’s
Pitcher of the Week, marking a perfect CUNYAC record of 5-0. She was
also last year’s CUNY Pitcher of the
Year, notching 32 strikeouts, and
giving up only three earned runs in
2009.
“I did well in the conference, so
they recognized it, and it was cool,”
said Tepfer of her award last week.
The second game in the doubleheader did not begin as strongly

when the Cardinals took a 1-0 lead
in the first inning with a homerun
from sophomore Shanay Patalano.
But their glory faded quickly
when Pena responded in her first
at bat with a home run in the same
inning.
“It felt good to hit the ball well,”
said Pena.
Bouncing back to lead 3-1, York
didn’t go unnoticed as in their first
game. In the second inning, the
Cardinals brought in four runs, but
their series of hits was squashed by
the Bearcats, answering their of-

fensive outburst by matching their
number of hits.
Freshman Nicole Flint hit the
second home run of the second
game, bringing in Feeney and Pena
to up the lead 7-5.
“We have definitely come together as a team. The freshmen
have adapted to college level and
are playing confident,” said Pena.
“Everyone is contributing in some
shape or form.”
Other Bearcat standouts included sophomore Melanie Pellegrino
who went 3-for-4 in the second

game, including two singles and a
double.
Junior Lynn Schiano pitched
the first two innings of this game,
but was taken out after giving up
five runs, all earned. Coach Jose
Negroni put Tepfer in to pick up
the game and after an inning was
replaced with Flint, who closed out
the last four innings, giving up only
one earned run.
The Bearcats faced CSI (7-1) this
weekend in a doubleheader that
decided if they would remain in
first place in the conference.

Injuries burden ‘Cats

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

BY SPENCE PACKER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Stricken by injuries, the Baruch men’s tennis team took a loss
last Tuesday against the John Jay
Bloodhounds, 5-4, at the National
Tennis Center in Flushing, Queens.
The loss drops their record to 6-3
overall, and 5-2 within the CUNY
Athletic Conference.
Captain Andrew Smith had to
forfeit the third doubles match
when his re-occuring Achilles injury kept him from continuing for
the second straight game.
In the next two matches, freshman Bryan Adler and junior Tadas
Valiukenas defeated junior Dong
Shao and sophomore Derrick
Chung of John Jay, 8-5. Freshman
Damon Ye and sophomore Steven
Zak fell to the Bloodhound team of
seniors Joshua Pagan and Ben Jorgensen by the identical score.
“The match was very tough, but
we [should have] won the first two
doubles,” said senior Aleksandr Kolomiets. “Some of us were making

mistakes. We have to focus on every game and concentrate on every
serve. We have a good team.”
Already down 2-1, the Bearcats
split the singles portion of the event
with Valiukenas, Kolomiets and
junior Aliaksel Mistau each taking a set, but, at the end, it wasn’t
enough.
Kolomiets suggested that the
reason for the loss was that the top
players were hampered by injuries.
“[Once those players return],
we’ll be fine,” he said.
Baruch’s next match was against
CUNYAC rival Hunter. Hunter is
currently ranked No. 1 in the conference, as opposed to Baruch’s
fourth place spot. Hunter is undefeated in the conference with five wins.
Overall Hunter’s record is 8-2.
“The Hunter game coming up is
going to be tough,” said Aliaksei Misitau. “It’s going to be close. We are going to have to win it 5-4”.
Additional reporting by Timothy
Petropoulos
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Baruch’s season ends in heartbreak
 The men’s volleyball team had one
of the best seasons
in its history but
were upset in the
first round of the
NECVA tournament
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR

The dream season of the Baruch
men’s volleyball team has come to
a nightmarish end.
In a year that featured wins over
the No. 9 Philadelphia Biblical, No.
2 UC Santa Cruz, Div. I Harvard
and a perfect CUNY Athletic Conference record, the second-seeded
Bearcats were upset in the first
round of the NECVA tournament
on Friday when they lost to No. 15
seed Nazareth College, 3-2, to bring
its season to an abrupt conclusion
and ruin its chances for a national
championship.
“[The loss] was frustrating but
they deserved to win, they beat us
fair and square,” said head coach
Allison Stack. “Would we have liked
it to go the other way? Of course.
But at the end of the day, we didn’t
win.”
Although Nazereth College came
into the tournament unranked, injuries crippled the Golden Flyers all
season, playing its entire projected
starting lineup for the first time all
year against the Bearcats.
Nazereth went on to win the entire NECVA tournament to clinch a
spot in the Div. III Final Four.
“They shouldn’t have been a 15
seed,” said Stack. “We took them to
five [sets], no one else was able to
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Although the Bearcats gave it their best effort, they could not dig out a win against suprise No. 15 seed Nazareth College.
do that […] they won the finals in
three sets, it was a joke […] was it
the right seeding? Definitely not.”
“We didn’t expect to play a team
that good in the first round,” said
senior Jonathan Tuwaidan.
The match itself was a thriller,
with both teams going back and
forth the whole game.
In the fourth set, down two sets

to one and the score tied 33-33, the
Bearcats scored two straight points
on a kill by junior Santos Rivera (17
kills) followed by a forced attack
error by junior Pablo Oliveira (44
blocks) resulting in a deciding fifth
set.
Leading at 12-1, the Bearcats
faltered, with three errors in a row
setting up the game-ending kill

by Nazareth’s Hans Schroeder on
an assist by tournament MVP E.J.
Wells-Spencer.
“We had the lead in the fifth set
and we made unforced errors on
our side that ended the season on
a sour note,” said Stack.
“We did play well but we made a
lot of little mistakes, and those little
mistakes cost us,” said Tuwaidan.

“If I could go back and change
something, it would be to work
just a little bit harder in practice,
because what you do in those practices is what you do in a game.”
Despite the loss, the men’s volleyball team put together arguably
the greatest season in Baruch athletic history.
During the season, Baruch
defeated six ranked teams and
was ranked as high as No. 4 in the
American Volleyball Coaches Association polls and No. 1 in the North
Eastern Volleyball Coaches Association polls.
A big reason for the success of
the team was Oliveira and junior
Eryk Kowalski, who were awarded
for their superb season by being
named Div. III All-American’s.
“They are both phenomenal
players,” said Stack.
Oliveira was unanimously voted
to the first team by every coach on
the voting committee while Kowalski was named to the second team.
“It wasn’t unexpected, but it was
a nice surprise to see that everyone
believes in [Oliveira] as much as we
do,” said Stack. “He definitely deserves it, he is one of the best players in the country.”
“[Kowalski] deserves it,” said Tuwaidan on his teammate receiving
the award. “He is talented and he
is a good leader, and that is important.”
Even though the team didn’t finish the season in the fashion they
would have liked, they have already
put the loss behind them and are
looking forward to the future.
“With our two All-Americans returning and only losing one starter
we look like we will have a really
good team next year,” said Stack,
who also coaches the women’s volleyball team.
“Hopefully we can have a little
redemption.”

The Cavaliers finally have the right players to deliver LeBron James a championship
As the NBA season comes to a close and
the playoff picture is set, we find ourselves
in a rare position: the most dominant team
in the league resides in the Eastern Conference.
Sure, the defending champion Lakers,
the offensive power-house Nuggets, and the
new-look Mavericks are all in the West, but it
is the Cleveland Cavaliers, led by King James
himself, who have established themselves as
the team to beat this season.
In the past, the Cavs have been the LeBron James show, a bunch of role players who
would sit around watching the chosen one
go to work and maybe grab a few rebounds
in the process, but that is far from the case
this season.
It is no secret that this is the last year on
James’ contract. The powers that are in the
Cleveland front office know that the only
way to keep LeBron in Cleveland, and away
from a big market like New York, New Jersey
(which will eventually be Brooklyn) or Chicago, is to put a team around him that was
capable of winning an NBA championship,
showing the organization’s commitment to
winning. That mission started when acquiring, with all due respect to Dwight Howard,
the original Superman himself, Shaquille
O’Neil.
Although the ‘Big Aristotle’ may not be the
player he once was, Shaq averaged 12 points
and nearly seven rebounds in 23.4 minutes
per game this season. More importantly, he
opens up lanes for LeBron and others to be
more versatile in the paint and on the perimeter based just on his size alone. Although
the 37-year-old suffered a right thumb injury
on March 1 and hasn’t played a game since,
it may be a blessing in disguise, allowing the
big man to rest and come back just in time
for a Cleveland run through the playoffs.
Early in the season, it seemed as though

the ‘Shaqusation’ would have been
enough, but with the team in first
place going into the trading deadline, the Cav’s front office pulled the
trigger on a big trade that, they believed, would put them over the top
as front runners for an NBA crown.
Power forward Antawan Jamison
was acquired from the Washington
Wizards.

TIM PETROPOULOS

BEARCAT PROWLER

The move to get Jamison, who
has averaged 19.9 points and 8.1
rebounds in his 12-year NBA career, gives James a legitimate number two scorer that other teams
can not ignore when game planning for Cleveland.
The move also allows the bench
of Cleveland, which is arguably its
weakest link, to strengthen with

the addition of rebounding machine Anderson Varejao joining the second unit.
With these additions added to the mix,
along with guys like Mo Williams, Delonte
West and (another new addition in the offseason) Anthony Parker, the Cavs are no
longer a one man show and because of this,
they will not only dominate the East, but
they will win the first NBA championship in
the history of the franchise.
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Following one of the greatest seasons in Baruch history, the Bearcats suffered a big upset when they lost to a No. 15 seed in the first round of NECVA. PAGE 20

